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Welcome to ArtGalleryAmerica Magazine. This March-April issue features the
AW Gallery, The Little Gallery, Xanadu Gallery, 1969 Gallery, and artist Jacqueline Boyd.
Also featuring in The Moving Page is art on display in the Xanadu Gallery.
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Established in 2001, Xanadu Gallery
has a long history of brightening
art lovers' lives with colorful and
exotic artwork by some of today's
most outstanding artists.
Xanadu Gallery is a resource for
collectors, designers, builders, and
corporations for procuring the
highest quality art. Located in
Scottsdale, Arizona, one of the
hottest art markets in the country,
Xanadu Gallery showcases
outstanding artworks in a wide
variety of media and styles. Utilizing
a comprehensive website, Xanadu
empowers collectors to connect
directly with artists.

ArtGalleryAmerica is a bi-monthly online magazine.
The focus of our magazine involves the vision,
creativity, and business process of art galleries.
Our stories are about art gallery operations, shows, art
displaying techniques, type of gallery lighting, events, artists, etc.
Think of our stories as a mini-documentary
showcasing select galleries to the art world.
this issue
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AW Gallery
A Work in Progress

PHOTO COURTESY OF AW GALLERY

By Angelo Acosta and Maria Hadjian

B

eyond the neon signs,
bright lights, and nightlife
of Las Vegas, Nevada is a
thriving art scene. In the midst
of this activity, photographer
and painter, Anja Whitemyer,
opened the AW Gallery in 2016,
housed in the Arts Factory
Building. Contained therein is a
variety of art galleries,
restaurants and boutiques, in
the heart of the Arts District.
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Each month, a First
Friday event is held,
drawing between 1500
and 2500 visitors. Art
of every sort attracts
collectors and buyers
from California, New
York and other states
in the U.S., as well as
Canada, for a night of
festivities.
Whitemyer's vision
for the gallery is to
showcase local,
national and
international artists.
AW Gallery represents
twenty artists.
Contained on a single
level, there are two
showrooms, totaling
1000 square feet.
About 65% of the art is
sold in the gallery,
while 35% is sold
online.
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Most recently, pop
art has been the focus
of a number of
exhibits. Currently, one
can find the work of P.J.
Andrews on view. The
exhibit concentrates on
the current popularity
of the super heroes of
comic strips. Andrews
has devised a way to
combine glitter with
acrylic, to make the
characters in the
pieces appear threedimensional.
As a Las Vegas artist,
Viktor Marroquin, is
right on point with the
glamour and glitz of
Sin City as well.
Marroquin creates
large-scale paintings of
iconic individuals
(including Marilyn
Monroe, Andy Warhol
and Benjamin Franklin)
utilizing the pointillism
technique, then
incorporating a glass
and diamond dust
coating, for a touch of
sparkle. His pieces are
pitch perfect, befitting
of this light-filled city.
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In addition to pop art, the
gallery is currently featuring the
work of Dave Clay, who creates
art with a purpose. Clay paints
not only for aesthetics, but to
bring awareness to PTSD and
abuse, as well as to promote
healing. He starts with an image
from his mind, allowing his
subconscious to flow until the
piece is completed. Many of his
paintings are somber, while
others ooze romanticism,
serving as therapy for himself
and his viewers.
With an expansion in 2019, the
gallery packs a lot of punch,
having eighteen artists currently
on exhibit. Regardless of square
footage, above all, Whitemyer, is
interested in building lasting
relationships with the artists and
collectors.

AW Gallery Las Vegas
107 E. CHARLESTON BLVD.
S U I T E
1 3 5
8 1 8 - 3 7 0 - 2 9 4 0
w w w. a w g a l l e r y l v. c o m /
anjaw3@mac.com
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Eclectic
Mix

By Angelo Acosta

T

he Little Gallery opened
its doors during
November 2018 in the
busy shopping district of
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, PA.
This brick and mortar space of
400 square feet offers an
eclectic mix of American,
French, and British art from the
early twentieth century to
contemporary artists.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE LITTLE GALLERY
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The gallery also has works of
art by Philadelphia artists, both
past and present. Gallery owner
Andrew Domanski collected art
over the past 30 years in France
and the United Kingdom. He
received his Master's in Art
History from the University of
Edinburgh in Scotland and
studied at the University of
Pennsylvania.
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“I also am fortunate to have family in France and the United Kingdom, and I
go there frequently and enjoy “treasure hunting”
at the flea markets and brocantes.”

They are around 150
paintings and works on paper,
hanging in the gallery with
displays changing regularly and
more works of art in flat files of
unframed works on paper.
Domanski enjoys combining
the old with the new. He lives
in a mid-19th century Victorian
house, with a few pieces of
18th and 19th century furniture
mixed in with a lot of American
and European 20th century
modern design furnishings.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE LITTLE GALLERY
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Natural daylight
enters this gallery of
cream walls and track
lighting where you
can also find "mystery
masterpieces" by
unknown artists
Domanski has
collected over the
years. There is also a
3D tour of the gallery
on the website, but
the best experience
you can have is
stopping by and
seeing the art and
hearing the stories
about the artists and
their work.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE LITTLE GALLERY
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“I love much of the
work that was
being created in
the early 20th
Century, whether
in Scotland, in the
Philadelphia area
or in France.”

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE LITTLE GALLERY

The Little Gallery is still new and evolving, and Domanski believes there is more art out
there for him to bring into the gallery for his growing client base and visitors who are
finding affordable treasures of art to hang on their walls and enjoy.

The

Little

Galler y

8617 GERMANTOWN AVE.
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA 19118
2 1 5 - 6 0 1 - 4 0 2 3
https://www.thelittlegaller yphilly.com/
thelittlegalleryphilly@gmail.com
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Imaginative
Exhibits
By Maria Hadjian

If you are a fan of the arts, Scottsdale, Arizona is a city
that you will want to visit, with its seventy plus galleries
and vibrant art community. For those seeking cutting
edge art, Xanadu Gallery should be at the top of the list.
Owned by Jason and Carrie Horejs, the couple believe so
completely in the gallery's artists, that a large
percentage of their personal collection consists of the
business' represented artists' work, in addition to
Mexican folk art.
For Jason Horejs, art is in his blood. As a teenager, he
began assisting his father, who struggled to break into
the art business, by assembling painting canvases on his
behalf. At the young age of seventeen, he joined the
staff of a large, western art gallery in Scottsdale, where
unbeknownst to him, he acquired the knowledge he
would later need to run his own gallery.
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Even though Jason's wife,
Carrie Horejs, holds a degree in
public relations, she has always
had a hand in the field of art as
well. While attending university,
she interned at a local art
museum. Although neither she
or her husband are artists
themselves, considering their
combined experience, it
seemed natural to start a
gallery of their own. After
several years in the making,
Xanadu Gallery opened in
2001.
The timing could not have
been worse. As it happened,
opening day was September
11th of that same year. With a
new business that initially
seemed to make perfect sense,
they couldn't help but wonder
if they had made a terrible
mistake, since the opening
coincided with such a horrific
event.
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With nearly thirty years now
behind them, they can
confidently conclude that the
decision to open their business
doors was a good one. The
gallery currently represents
over forty artists in the 2200
square foot space. Their
success has even allowed them
to open a second location in
Pinetop, Arizona, near the
mountains of the eastern part
of the state.
The couple attributes their
success to the respect they
have for each of the artists who
exhibit at the gallery. They seek
to keep the lines of
communication open and
always remain responsive to
the artists' needs. Jason is
especially sensitive to this,
having witnessed firsthand the
struggles that his father had
endured. Because of this,
payments to artists are quick to
follow, after a sale has been
made.
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To further assist the artists, Jason maintains a blog. Articles
center around the relationship between artists and galleries. He
seeks to demystify newcomers to the business of art. In many
cases, artists are great at creativity, but lack knowledge with
regard to marketing and sales.
Horejs also points to the great staff for Xanadu's triumphs. He
and Carrie understand that the employees are a huge part of the
gallery's success. The personalized service they provide to the
collectors is key. The owners are indebted to those who work
diligently on behalf of the gallery and the artists.
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In case you're
unfamiliar with the
Horts, they were
among the top 200
collectors in the
United States in 2016,
according to ArtNet.
They began their
collection of
contemporary art in
1985, and have
assembled one of the
past 50 year's most
important collections.
In 2015, Bao
returned unemployed
to the U.S. from Berlin.
That's pretty good
incentive for sorting
out a means for
income. Those closest
to him said that they
would support him in
whatever he chose to
do. He chose to open
an art gallery.
Bao took over the
lease which previously
belonged to an
architectural firm, that
used the space as a
pop-up gallery.
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Fortunately for Bao,
they handled all of the
repairs to make the
building structurally
sound, before turning
the business over to
him.
The space is
atypical, which lends
itself to creativity with
regard to laying out
exhibits. The gallery is
situated on the first
floor, but according to
Bao, it has “a great
basement.” This
Manhattan gallery
also has an outdoor
area.
The gallery currently
represents five artists.
They include Cristina
BanBan, who works in
charcoal and pastels,
and concentrates on
creating voluptuous
women in anime and
the neoclassical style.
Keiran Brennan Hinton
is an oil painter of
domestic scenes of
tranquility.
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Mark Ryan Chariker is a
printmaker and oil painter who
primarily creates
monochromatic scenes of
imaginary landscapes. Anthony
Cudahy typically paints from
photographs that he has found,
leaning toward figurative and
abstract themes and Maria
Fragoso creates colorful
painting that focus on love and
relationships.
Although Bao has writing
skills, he is not a visual artist
himself. He works closely,
however, with those he
represents. The gallery splits all
proceeds with the artists.
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Each of the five represented individuals have private
studios, where they pay rent and create art with supplies
funded by their own means. Bao regularly visits with
them, to keep abreast of what they are creating. He and
his staff are responsible for the calendar of exhibits and
other events, as well as promotions and sales.
The gallery seems to be enjoying success. Visitors are
constant, with Sunday being the most popular day of the
week.
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1969

Gallery

103 ALLEN STREET
2 1 2 - 7 7 7 - 2 1 7 2
http://www.1969gallery.com/
info@1969gallery.com
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Art Talk
Jacqueline Boyd
Painter/ Artist

By Angelo Acosta

J

acqueline Boyd is a
painter whose style
evokes reality but breaks
from it at the same time.
Places and spaces are
recognizable but often
merged or combined to form
something more felt than
rendered. She became a
professional artist in her mid40s and attended the
Pennsylvania Academy of the
Fine Arts in Philadelphia and
graduated in 2007. Boyd’s
favorite subjects to paint are
things familiar in every day
life such as family, trees,
landscapes, and memories of
beloved places and spaces
that are dear to her.

Jacqueline Boyd
Mystical Missives
Oil
29” x 41.25”
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ArtGalleryAmerica: Do you consider your paintings as
individual works unto themselves, or do they belong to a
larger group of works?
Jacqueline Boyd: Yes, I consider them individual works
even when they are done in a series.
ArtGalleryAmerica: What is your creative process like?
Boyd: The process isn’t always the same. I may start a
painting with a foundation of color, determining a
palette as I work (which may or may not have any
connection to reality) and paint abstractly the feeling I
have about the subject. Not over thinking it. I then lightly
lay in the subject overtop of the chaotic first layer. I
incorporate what’s underneath into the image as I paint
and continually search and respond to what to add and
what to leave. Sometimes I draw a subject over another
subject and incorporate the space underneath into the
new space, deconstructing and reworking into a new
combined image. The then and the now, the memory
and the now becomes merged into one. A new
combined place or space emerges. The painting is a
searching and adapting to what is found along the way.
Jacqueline Boyd
Pine Power
Oil
20” x 20”
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Jacqueline Boyd
Silently Speaking II
Oil
24” x 20”
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ArtGalleryAmerica:
Is there a philosophical and/or spiritual side to your
work?
Boyd: My work speaks of a unity of the past, present and
future, my observation of the oneness of things and my
daily effort to live in the present.
ArtGalleryAmerica: Tell me about the range of your
subject. Do you have some recurring/favorite subjects?
Boyd: I relate the range of subjects to the joy of simple
things, the comfort of everyday rituals and spaces
(studio, home), places I walk often, trees and landscapes
that I pass by over and over and doors and windows. I
often paint spaces where I spent a lot time in the past,
i.e. family home, workspaces and studios. I return to
these subjects again and again.
ArtGalleryAmerica: Do you do many sketches or
preliminary studies before you start a painting, or series
of paintings?
Boyd: Not usually. My process is intuitive, and often the
outcome is not what I started with in the beginning.
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Jacqueline Boyd
From Where I Stand
Oil
43” x 33”
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ArtGalleryAmerica: How many
paintings would you say you
have created? How many
paintings do you produce in a
year?
Boyd: I’m not sure how many
I’ve created. This year I
produced about 30 paintings.
ArtGalleryAmerica: How do
you see your art developing in
the coming years?
Boyd: As I continue to paint, I
can be sure that wherever the
journey leads me, it will be full
of new discoveries that I can’t
begin to predict. I find that
exciting!
ArtGalleryAmerica: Describe
your studio or where you
create most of your work.
Boyd: My studio consists of
several rooms that each serves
a purpose. I paint in one room
and use others for storage of
canvases, supplies and finished
paintings and a designated
room for desk and computer. I
have everything I need and
always look forward to coming
to the studio.
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“I incorporate what’s
underneath
ArtGalleryAmerica: Where do
into the image
you sell your work and how do
you engage your audience?
as I paint
Boyd: My work is sold through
exhibitions and through Stanek
and continually
Gallery. I engage my audience
through social media by
search and
posting new work and
announcements of upcoming
respond to
exhibitions and referring them
to Stanek Gallery.
what to add
ArtGalleryAmerica: What
emotions do you enjoy
and what
conveying in your work? Which
is the easiest and hardest to
to leave.”
capture?
Boyd: The words I’ve chosen
may not be emotions, but
these words describe what I
feel my work conveys: stillness,
joy, depth, sensitivity, oneness,
beauty and most of all
something undefinable,
something else. There may not
be a word for it, but it is felt. It
is this “something undefinable”
that is the hardest to capture,
because I have to let it emerge.
I can’t force it.
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ArtGalleryAmerica: How does
the market respond to your
work?
Boyd: My work has been well
received and I am grateful for
that.
ArtGalleryAmerica: This
concludes the interview. Thank
you for this opportunity to
speak with you.
Boyd: You are most welcome.

ArtGalleryAmerica
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Taking Place
Arts Day 2020
Los Angeles City Hall
200 North Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Tue, April 21, 2020
9:30 AM – 2:00 PM PDT
Arts Day at Los Angeles City Hall is an annual event
dedicated to demonstrating the arts community’s strength,
and advocating for issues of importance to our community.

4 Bridges Arts Festival
1826 Reggie White Blvd
Chattanooga, TN 37408
Presented By: AVA
First Tennessee Pavilion
4/18/2020, 4/19/2020
10:00 AM to 6:00 PM
(423) 261-3528

The Moving Page

Art Displayed
At
Xanadu Gallery
click link to watch video
https://youtu.be/xduIzBf-RpA

Artist: John Horejs / Title: Desert Dawn
Medium: Oil / Dimensions: 30"h x 40"w

Artist: John Horejs / Title: Camelback Monsoon
Medium: Oil / Dimensions: 33"h x 43"w

Artist: Charlie Barr / Title: Crossing the Water
Medium: Acrylic on cement / Dimensions: 24"h x24"w

Artist: Charlie Barr / Title: Twilight
Medium: Acrylic on cement / Dimensions: 24"h x 24"w

FirstBank First Saturday Art Crawl
150 4th Ave N,
Nashville, TN 37219
April 4, 2020
615-743-3090
Art galleries throughout downtown host receptions and art
openings every month at the FirstBank First Saturday Art Crawl.
Most galleries serve free wine and other refreshments.
Two Gray Line Art Crawl Downtown Trolleys will provide complimentary
shuttle service along the route from 6pm to 10pm.
Willi Smith: Street Couture
Cooper Hewitt Smithsonian Design Museum
2 E 91st St., New York, NY 10128
Corner of 5th Ave., Subway: 4/5/6 to 86th Street or 96th Street
MAR 13, 2020 - OCT 25, 2020
212-849-8420
Groundbreaking American designer Willi Smith, one of the most successful
African-American designers in history, is being honored by the
Cooper Hewitt with a first-ever museum exhibition dedicated to his work.
https://www.cooperhewitt.org/channel/willi-smith-street-couture/

Artist: Melinda Fellini / Title: Rhythm
Medium: Encaustic / Dimensions: 8"h x8"w

Artist: Melinda Fellini / Title: Deep Mesa
Medium: Encaustic / Dimensions: 24"h x 30"w
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Artist: Anthony Donno/Title: '74 Chevy Texas Rocker
Medium: Truck and auto parts/Dimensions: 37"h x 53"w

Artist: Anthony Donno / Title: 1980 Nissan Bench
Medium: Truck and auto parts / Dimensions: 35"h x 56"w
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